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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Scattered thundershowers toiay and early
tonight. Not quite •so warm
tonight.
Friday fair and
cooler.

United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE none NEWSFOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

U.S. Asks Russia
What Happened To
• Missing American
e

BERLIN. July 22 tUP)—U. S.
authorities asked the Russians today for a report' on an American
civilian missing in the Soviet zone
for 48 hours and for an explanation
of the arrest of two American military police who strayed into the
Soviet zone.
The mysterious disaPpearanee of
the civilian and the arrest of the
military police early today added
new tension to the crisis over the
I
Russian blockade of Berlin.
The Russians opened a propaganda attack on Gen. Lucius D. Clay,
the U. S. tnilitary govetnor. They
asserted he had been recalled to
Washington to be "rebuked" for
bringing on the Berlin crisis and to
have his policy revised.
' R. F. Goff. a U. S. engineer. left
Berlin by highway at 5:30 a.m. Tuesday to . drive to Western Germany.
He made the three-hour drive to the
Ssiviet exit check point near Helmstedt. There 'he presumably was
turned back for lack of a "special
visa" the Russians have demanded.
Guff never reached the American
check point on the outskirts, of Berlin on the return journey. Examination of the records there showed
an unexplained notation, "Jailed by
the Russians.** U. S. guards at the
checkpoint said they did not know
who wrote the cryptic note.
The -feectrWitiVe Goff's address
as 1809 Fifth street. Altoona. Pa.
Since Monday all westerners trying to drive from Berlin Western
Germany have been dented exit
from thh Soviet zone. Repeated inquiry did not reveal where the
"special -visas" could be had, and
it appeared that simply could not.
The Two military police were
seized by Soviet border guards
when they apparently crossed into
the Soviet zone by mistake on the
outskirts of the U. S. sector of
Berlin.
They were Pfc. George C. Hunt
of Camp. Ohio, and Elwood E.
Dwindell of Mabton. Wash.
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'Chances For Workl
Peace 'Exce1V-'
Says Truman Today

i•

.The Soviet press and radio pounced on Clay's trip to Washington as
an excuse to tell the Germans in
the blockaded western sectors of
Berlin that he had been recalled to
be "rebuked for his mistakes" here.
The official Soviet army newspaper Taegliche Rundschau and Rus=
sum broadcasts claimed, without
saying how they might know, that
Clay was getting orders to "moderate the tone of American policy
in Berlin and halt the present nervousnese"
The military . policemen were
guards
seized by Soviet border
after they wandered apparently in
advertently over the liti.into the
Russian quarter.
A Flusilin officer at the border
said the two Americans were being held for questioning. On a routine patrol, they were riding in a
jeep, accompanied by a Oerman
policeman.
German witnesses said the men
were trying to cross back into the
U. S. sector when they were halted by Russian soldiers.
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

TRUMAN MAY ASK SecqitY Council Meeting
FOR RATIONING, Not'Termed As Crisis
PRICE CONTROL
FIVE-STATE HUNT
UNDERWAY FOR
NIEBEL KILLERS
*

that the chances for world peace
.seem excellent, met today with the

WASHINGTON, July 22 UP)_
PresidentTruman inelicated today

that he may ask Congress in his
message

SITE OP OYMP1C GAMES—Workmen are busy in Wembley Stadium, North London, preparing for the opening of the Olympic Games July 29. Here, the track and field, football
and hockey stars of the world will gather for the fourteenth Olympiad, the first since the
1936 games in Berlin.

Grocery Chains Slash
Meat Prices Today

22. (UPI—A
CHICAGO, July
major grocery chain slashed some
of its retail meat prices today as
wholesale
meat
livestock' and
prices fell for the fourth straight
_
day.
•
The Atlantic and Pacific tea
company announced drastic price
reductions on certain cuts of meat
The Calloway County Farm -Buin its New York and Chicago regreau has completed arrangements ions.
for entertainment to be furnished
Wholesale meat prices dropped
during the day. Tuesday, at the as much as nine cents in New
annual picnic at Murray City Park. York and Chicago
:
_
A number of local radio entertainLivestock prices ar the mafoe
ers have been engaged.
cornbelt markets were down as
At different times during the day much as 50 cents a hundred pounds
the Bell City quartet will sing re- in extremely slow trading.
ligious and popular songs. Aubrey
Traders said consumer resistance
Thurmond will entertain with his and hot weather tended to drive
electric guitar, presenting a large meat prices down from the allselection of popular songs. Joe time levels they reached last week.
Parker and his Sunshine boys will
A and P officials in Chicago
be heard during the afternoon.
said beginning tomortow the price
of beef chuck roast will be cut
from 79 to 69 cents a pounds, leg
of lamb from 89 to 69 cents, and
rib pork roast 57 to 49 cents
Similar price cuts were announced
for other types of meat.
After talking with Harold Fa StasBy United Press
At Nia York, A 'and P announcHenry A. Wallace's third party sen yesterday. Dewey told news- ed a !"...(0 to 10 per cent price
was challenged today to renounce men that the Republican party is redaction or certain cuts of meat.
its "double standard of political gravely concerned about the Ber- Whole shoulder lamb was reduced
morality' and disavow Communist lin crisis "Like all dificult situa- from 65 to 59 cents a pound. Breast
tions in the world." he said. "it and shank .of lamb were
• pport.
cut from
The challotige came from Amrs.i- must be handled with great care
degree
of
skill
whose
and
the
highest
Dtrruacratic
action
tans for
leaders once v:orked with Wailace An order to find peaceful soluunder the new deal banner of resi- tions."
Stassen—Harold E. Staseen has
dent Frankne D. Roosevelt.
In a statement presented to the promised Gov. Dewey his full'
now Party's platform committee in support in the coming campaign.
I hiladelphia, seDA de: iunceci the The plan calls for Stassen to speak
tVallace Movement as "an instru- on behalf of the Dewey-Warren
ment of S:eiet policy." It in:pc:sl- ticket in which he made good
said
id to the perty to 'declare incie• primary showings. Stassen
prescience o: communism," but ';,,id that his national and regional orthere is little chance its advice ganizations will work in harmony
with the Dewey headquarters, and
• I il be heeded.
The AIM. riatement came on the that he will take his _cue on camhiels of \Venice's charge that the paign issues from the GOP stenineictment of 12 communists lead- dard bearer.
Labor—The AFL's political leaera in New York is a red-baihng
attempt to promote fear of Ruse gue met in Washington today for
sin. He said the indictments pae- the first time -since the Republican
sage "attacks on °the:- minority and -feemocratic conventions. But
groups."
officials said the league is not
The Wallaceites open their ne- yet ready to endorse either presi'timel convention in Philadelphia dent Truman or Gov. Dewey. They
Watlece and Sen. Glen Taylor of said the subject of endorsing a
Idaho for president ard vic • iferf7 presidential candidate will be disdense.
pectively, and adop-. a cussed, but that any action is unlikely at this'time AFL president
--raiitromr urging peace ith
Se- Edward 0. Carlton
sled i•iiblic ownerster. of eseential William Green said recently theleague would never support Dewindustries
Set. Edward 0 Carlton. who is,
C. B. Baldwin, Wallace's cam- ey There have been hints it May
paign manager. sat 1 the Wallece ignore the presidential race com- at present station )1 at Boblingen.
Taylor ticket will appear on the pletely to concentrate on congres- Gs rmany, placed a telephone call
,ballot in at least 40 statitalheltid- sional -elections. The league is ex- to the reeidence:of his grandmothIng New York. Californieeelllihma pectd to issue endorsements of er. Mrs J A. Carlton, Stindey afprimary san'didates in Texas. Vir- ternoon at 2:30. The time in Gerand Pennsylvania.
Meanwhile, in other political de- ginia, Tennessee and South Caro- many was 9:30 pm
, Those taking part in the convertelopments:
lina.
Truman—President Truman wits
Campaign Funds—Harold E. Tal- sation were his fatherand Mother,
to get a first-hand report on the bott, industrialist of Daytoo. O. Mr.-and Mrs. A. B CertIon of hItiie
Berlin. Mr. Truman is now on and New York, was named chair- rat% route 2. his brother ,Robert, a
worknig on the message he will man of the epublican national student at Mullet Stale College.
,
deliver in person when congress finance committee. And the Demo- and his grandmother.
Except for a few momentary
reconvenes next week. Some ob- cratic national committee announcservers feel he will ask the legie- ed it plans "a grass roots" cam- breaks in the connection, said Mrs.
lators for more money to continue paign for funds. But it wasn't say- Carlton, the serve:re:was good. "Edthe costly air lift which is supply- ing how much money it has now ward's voice came through strong.
ing Berliners with food and fuel. or 'how mtic'h it will try to raise, clear and natural."
Sgt. Carlton is attached to the
Others believe he may seek adpixiecrats—Some of the southditional appropriation to bolster ern Democrats were said to be hes- Hqs. & Hqs. Def., Pith Con. Sig.
the aremed forces.
itant about joining the Dixiecrat sqdn.. which is at preeent stationed
Dewey—Gov. Thomas E. Dewey movement because of fear, of las- at Boblingen. This unit was leanshas decided to make foreign policy ing congressional seats to the Re- ferred a short time ago from the
a major issue inlihis campaign . for publincans. This feeling reported- famous old city of Heidelberg.
Carlton entered the service in
thee presidency, according to a ly is strong in Virginia and North
usually informed source. The GOP Carolina Gov. Dewey made a good July, 1945, and ha been overseas
candidate is keeping in touch with showing in Virginia four years ago. since March, 1946. He is isearming
developments through' hi s interna- and. Herbert Hoover carried both to enroll at Murray State College
after his discharge.
tional adviser, John Foster Dulles. states in the 1928 election.

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR FARM BUREAU
PICNIC SELECTED

Political Roundup

Calls Home

39 to 35 cents le poprid.
Lamb led the decline in wholesale prices at New York end Chicago Some lower - grade lambs
spld as much as nine cents a
pound less at Chicago today. Good
and choice spring lamb were d9wn
about six cents a pound.
At...N.
e-s-e York, spring lamb was
five cents lower and beef „was
down one en( and veal and poi k
one to two cents lower.
Hog prices dipped 50 cent' a
hundredweight et clomp witji a
top of $24 50 Neoit cattle also sze
down about 50 cents a hun red
pounds.
Hogs sold SU cents lower at Indianapolis but were steady to
weak at St. Louis Hog prices generally were lower at the other
major markets.
Lamb prices slumped as much
as $1.50 a hundredweight at most
of the big markets. Trading was
slow.

LIVESTOCK
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS, III., July 22. SUP)—(US.
DAI—Livestock:
Hors 7,600: salable 7.000; weights
180 lbs and up, mostly steady with
average Wednesday. Some strength
on few 290 lbs and up. Lighter
weights steady to 25c higher; spots
up 50c sows steady to weak. Bulk
good and choice 180 to 240 lbs 29
to 2950; top 29.550; 250 to 300 lbs..
25.75 to 28,75; 315 to 350 lbs 24to
25; 160 to 170 lbs 27.50 to 28.550,
130 to 150 lbs. 25 to 27.25; few
27.50; 100 to 150 lbs 22 to 244.50;
sows 400 lbs down 22.50 to 23.550;
few 23.75; over 400 lbs 19 to 21.2:4;
stags 17 to 19.
Cattle 4,200; salable 3,000: calves
1,200, all salable. About 15 loads
of steers offered; all classes dull
with buyers continuing to exert.
pressure and offering
unevenly
lower bids. Bulls steady. Vealers
$1 higher. A few common and
medium heifers and mixed, yearlings, 19 to 25; virtually nothing,
done on steers.

OPEN HOUSE AT
BEAR CREEK CAMP
PLANNED FRIDAY
The Bear Creek Girl Scout camp
Kentucky Lake neat Nash's

on

Landingtll have open
Boat
house Friday. July 23. from 4-00
to 9:30 p. m., Mrs. Dewdrop Rowlit, camp director, announced today.
Anyone interested in' girl Scouts
and camping is invited to attend.
A. special program has been prepared for the visitors.
-AM* plasma will include: 4:15
to 5:15. a water program: 5:40 to
600, a Flag ceremony; 600 o'clock,
supper; 7:45 to 8:30., an Indian
program on the hanks of the lake.
The entire camp will be open for
inspection. Each visitor is asked
to bring a basket lunch with
enough extra food for one person.
The food will be spread on a community table. The camp will funiish the drink.
Murray Girl Scouts attending
the camp this week are Nancy
Jetton, Jane Baker, Fidelia Austin.
Leah Dell Hopkins. Annette Ward,
and Emma Lou Hatehee

PRODUCE
Poultry: 19 trucks, the market
steady to firm. Hens 33 1-2.
Cheese: Twins 49 to 51, single
daisies 52 to 53, Swiss 60 to 63.
Butter: 452.085 pounds, the market firmer. 93 scene 79, 92 score 77.
90 score 74 Carlots 90 score 75,
89 score 73 1-2.
Eggs: (Browns and whites mixed) 15.148 cases, the market firm
for top, the balance steady. Extras 70 to 80 percent A 48 to 48,
extras 60 to 70 percent A 44 to 48,
standards 39 1- 2to 43,. current receipts 3.7.A.Q. 38.._thecks 33,

next Tuesday for

form of rationing as well as price
control.

MANSFIELD. 0., July 22. (UPI
law enforcement offi-

—Shocked

cers today threw an their resources
into one of the greatest rnidwest
manhunts to find the kidnap killers of John Natbel, his wife and
daughter.

The Nieebel home. only a few
steps form the Mansfield reformatory farm where the 50-year old
Niebel had been superientendent
Ion 20 yeers, was bring combed
for fingerprints and, Other clues.
Print nuats -already uncovered
were checked against those of
former inmates of the prison farm
Police in five states—Michigan.
Indiana, Kentucky, West Virginia
and Pennsylvania—were alerted to
look for the cold-blooded killers
'in what local officials said was the
Mr. Truman sala ne expects. to
biggest msnhunt since John Diesee sonte southern party 'leaders linger and his gang rampaged
of
confer
?net
'
series
curing a
through the area in 1934.
with Democratic leaders arranged
Finding, of the nude bodies of
for him by J. Howard McGrath.
the Niebel family in an isolated
Democratic National chairman.
The President declined to say cornfield near here late yesterday,
whether he will campaign in the torn by bullets. shocked even vetSouth, although he said he is con- eran policemen. All had been shot.
Niebel and hie wife. Nolanda,
sidering a trip to North Carolina.
52, had both been shot twice, and
Phyllis, 22, once. Authorities said
all were kidnaped from their
home, stripped in their abductors'
car and then shot to death as they
auddled in the cornfield.
Police saai that a 25 caliber
automatic was the weapon used to
LOS ANGELES. July 22. iLIP) kill the three persons in what they
—A weather baloon drifted over termed a "frightful crime done
the Los Angeles area last night methodically:*

Weather Balloon
Starts New Rumor,
Of 'Flying Saucer
and touched off a new batch of
"flying saucer" rumors.
More than 1.500 calls swamped
police and fire departenent switchboards reporting the "mysterious
object" which .appeared
silver
about sunset. Various citizens reported
it as soaring, dipping,
standing still, shooting across the
sky and moving north, east, south
and west,
Astronomers at Mt. Wilson Observatory took a look through a
telescope and said it was nothing
more than a
weather
balloon
drifting west from the vicinity of
Big Bear Lake, Cal.

NOTICE
A W. 0. W. meeting will lir held
Thursday evening, July 22. at 8
o'clock in the Woodmen Hail
Initiation and work by drill team
will -take place
Visiting Woosiimen are welcome.

Jurors Listed For August
Term Oteircuit Court
Sheriff Wendell Patterson today
released_the list of prospective jurors for the August term of Circuit
Court which convenes Monday.
Ira D.
August 2, under Judge
Smith.
Petit Jury
I. D. Brandon, E. Murray: Lilburn
Hui', W. Murray, Tom M. Williams.
Murray; Wallace Futrell, E. Murray;
Wm. D. Douglass. Murray; Frank
A. Stubblefield, Murray; Wade Roberts. Concord: D Y. Morgan, N.
Concord: P. E. Stubblefield,,N. Concord; S. W. Askew, E, Murray, J.
R. Burkeen, E. Murray; E. G.
Moody., Webturray; Otis Willoughby,. Concord; G. N. Marine, Wadesborn: Robert Crouse, W. Murray;
L. Finis Hale, Liberty; Woodard
Miller,
Hicks, Murrey; Autrey
Swann; Masonielloss, Murray; A. V.
Ferless, Brinklee; Dwight Boyd.
Hazel; C. C. Jones, E. Murray; G
C. Myers, Brinkley; E. E. Williams
Liberty; Otho Farris, Concord;
James S. Valentine, Concord; Johc

National Security Council and top .
military leaciers to hear from Gen.
Lucius D. Clay a first-hand report
on the Berlin blockade.
The White House said that "nig'
is not in the nature of,a crisis
meeting."
The security councit includes
Secretary' of State George C. MarF. hall, Defernse Secretary James
Forrestal -and the secretaries of
army, navy and air.
Clay. U.S. 'military governor in
Germany, arrived here last night
to give a first-hand account of the
crisis stemming from the -Russian
bits:Stade of Berlin.
,
The group met at the White
House immediately after Mr. Truman told a news conference that.
despite the --situatioe.,_aee feels Thechances for world, peace are excellent.
White House
press secretary
Charles G. Ross told reporters the
security council meets .regularly at
the White House at least every two
weeks and that Thursday is the
regular mettinf day...
"Mils hel in the nature of a
crisis meeting." Ross said.
"Clay
was here and he came in
to talk
over his report with the
council." .
Also present at the meeting
were'
Gen. Omar N. Bradley, army
chief
of staff: Ben. Hoyt Vandenberg,
air
force chief; a top navy ()Meer
representing the naval branch of the
service; Lt. Gen.. Albert C.
Wedemeyer, former special
presidential
envoy to China, end Arthur
M.
Hill chairman Of the
National Security Resources board.
Mr. Truman told his news
conference he was confident the
world
eventually would reach a peaceful
solution.
His optimistic appraisal of the
. international situation was in contrast to a comment at the time
cf
the recent Communist coup
In
Czechoslovakia. He said then thet
his confidence in world peace
had
been shaken somewhat.
The President, simply
referred
reporters te yesterday's statement
by Marshall that this country
win
exhaust every diplomatic possibility to maintkin peace in Germany
—bdt that this country will not
be coerced.
n
'e
Tnhte
sr
:e were these.other develop-

some

The President last November
asked congress for Mandby authority to impose rationing and price
controls. He did not get it.
Mr. Truman also told the news
conference that he will not do any
campaign , travelling during the
special session of congress.
The President said he will mention civil rights in his message, but
will 'not go into detail on that subject. Indications are that Republicans will force the civil rights issue
in the senate and precipitate a
southern Democratic filibuster.
Mr. l'rumin declined - lo—rontment on recent criticism of his ape:
cial session call by Herbert Brownell, Jr.. the Republican presidential campaign manager. Brownell
described the special session of
congress as a "rump" session. called
for political purposes.

H. Jewell. Concord; J. H. Dunn.
Murray: P. E. Collins. N. Concord:
C. B. Henry, N. Concord; Sam Adams, E. Murray: , Hayden Bogard..
Liberty; Gene Rogers, Swann; Carlos Roberts. Wadesboro; E. P. Heater. Murray; W. B. Suiter, Brinkley,
Grand Jury
Boric Houser; W. J. Garland,

WASHINGTON. July 22 (UP/—
President Truman, after declaring

Absent-Minded Husband

STOCKHOLM. July 22 ti.lPt—
Last Novernber a middle-aged Norrokoping couple set fire to their
house and collected the ini-uralice
on it.
Attenmpting to frieghten his
wife after a quarrel, the husband
wrote a confession of arson. put
it in a letter adrcssed to police
and dropped it in his pocket—a
letter he never intended to mail.
1—Mr. Truman !Mid he would
Today the couple answered anson charges_ The absent minded not discuss the Berlin crisis in his
message next Tuesday to the spehusband mailed the letter.
cial session of - congress.
.2-e-Inforrned sources
said the
United •States has received, but
has not yet accepted, a British proposal that the Western powers agree
to talk with Russia..„..aboio-,4-Germany _if the Soviet lifts the blockade ortierliii.
3 --Chairman Charles isk, Eaton
dit the house foreign affaifs committee : announced that Clay will
appear before his committee -Fri.
day morning "To bring them up to
'dete on the situation in t3erlin."
Mee( arrieed . her with his chief
political adviser, Ambassador Robert Murphy for a round of top-level
cenecrences. They expert to return to Berlin Sunday..
..• e
The policy talks presumaillY will
. cover the possibilities of war with
Russia and the next U.S. moves
to seek a peaceful solution of the
Berlin crisis,

T

Brinkley; Brent Butterwerth, Brin-

In London

kley; W. F. Dillday, Liberty; B. H.
Dixon, Brinkley; J. W. Billington,
Brinkley; Alfred Keel. E. Murray;
Taz Killebrew, Brinkley; Chas, L.
Ross; Carlos Hopkins, Brinkley; J.
M. Turner, Murray; C. Robt. Lewis,
Hazel; P. G. Ferguson. Concord;
Claude C. Smith. Brinkley: S. A.
Dougla&s, N. Concord; Dewey Coleman, Concord; Mrs. Mary Carr,
West Murray; Vernon Coleman,
Brinkley; Rudy Brawner, Concord;
R. C. Denton, Murray; Zelna Thurmond, W. Murray; J. E. Waldrop,
W. Murray; Aubrey James; R. J.
Cunningham, Liberty,

London. July 22 1UP1__Toreign
Secretary Ernest Bevin told Commons today that Britain was ready
to discuss all problems with' the
Russians, in the council of foreign
ministers or elsewhere, as sr.cin as
the Berlin blockade is lifted.
Bevin's brief statemetit was a
broadening of the Western proposal to neeotiate Berlin problems
only with the Soviets under the
same condition,: The Russians replied they were willing toettiecuss
German problems, but not On adyance.cenditions such as the blockaile removal.
,

MEETING OF GENERALS one 01 the last photos 01 4zieneral of the Armies John J Pershing shows him shaking
hands with General Charl'es de Gaulle of France, during' the
latter's visit to Walter Reed General Hospital, Wapshington,
D. C., in June, 1944. The commander of the A.E.F. died in
the hospital last week.
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jury. The truck was knocked down
an embankment into a fence and
damaged to the extent of $150.
Not one. of the 400 bottles of milk
Inside were broken.

BONDS, PREFERRED -1948
'T LIKE
I DON

by tom

A LOT

OF ACNERT15ING

GIGNS
AROUND THE PLACE, BUT

Blindness Since Birth
No Major Handicap

ThEsE ARE DIFFERENT!

-tt

WATERTOWN, Mass. (UP)Blind since bzirth, 21-year-old Albert K. Gayzagian has been graduated from Harvard as an honor
student. He is also a Phi Beta
Kappa.
During his four years in college.
Albert took notes in braille sho:thand and even typed out papers
to be passed in. He helped organize
a fourplece band and played the
piano and clarinet at social itincpons.
He plays bridge well, using a
deck marked with scarcely notice
able braille characters and is
ardent baseball fan.
A major in English. Albert is
teturning to Harvard in the fall
to do graduate work, But until
then, he says. he plaits to write
short stories.

Thursday Afternoon, July 22. 191S

-Hurricane Warning Service In Miami
Gets Ready For Seasonal Business

•

in detecting
111:IAAG. Fla... July 22 tUP)-Out radar of Mucn 'value
which move'
along the, ouator in the •-ast ex- . hurricanes. 'Some of
h;gh as 50
pane. of Ocean between South torward at speeds as
ATIVIMIC2 and Africa. :he sweep.; miles per hour.
The warning .i[ervice also has
tng currents of .the ,,tinotpbc.c
to a ,,,...t.an,,wap„ at
will be cutting some violeacapers
the
as.
months
Air Station. The sentNaval
two
•rni
next
for the
heal of a tropical..5atfa mograph records vibrations from
!the turbulence created. ort the
grows more intense.
the howling .I
These "atmospheric chsturban- ocean's surface by
• . ! -- res- will be w..tched ei..sely on winds of a hurricane.
- .
Ta
weather -.charts in Miami. pa -ticu- I Norton said he did not know • i
attempt i =many further
tarty .by tiie-t7S. hurricane warn- I whether
to break up -hur- _
ing service. From June through' would be made.
This charming coiffure is perfect for the pear shaped face. The
blOvember of each year. the warn.. ricanes by seeding them with drysoft half halo effect of the bangs gives just the right balance-and
4-i'd301- I ice. The armed services conduct-.
bed service maint-urir a ;
sale in a panel truck and was
at home. The
Cost of operating Nebraska', what's more, it's easy to care for, easy to set yourself
vigil for hurricanes, those 'as' j ed a dry ice experiment. last Sep -1
nearing a railroad crossing. He schools has increased 98 per cent back hair should be shoulder length, and the bangs shald be tapercut
eircular storms tnat are bred ta i temper on a hurricane which pasbangs (1)
into
to about 6 inches. To dress: top pin curls are waved
watched a northbound • train ap- in rurat communities and 56 per and the two identical side sections are brushed into rolls (2). Back
tile &drums. or belts of calm air.'se-d off the ...oast of Floriaa at Jackten curls are in 6 vertical rows, alternate left and right, and when brushed
sonvilre. but the .results of the test
far out in thee Atlantic
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Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
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met a Policeman.,
while speeding to, the fair;
Said the Policeman:What's jour hurry?
Safe driving gets vou there!'
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Prof L. J. Hortin wet Coach.
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Indian Manager States Flately That
American Pennant Is Assured Now
I

0,4

t

I

'I' H E
AN1EHICAN W‘Y

I

By CARL LUNIMIL 1 s
United Press Sports Writer

as Ed Lopai v..or, his 1,eventh
ONE MAN CROWD
straight game, a six-hitter. It was
s
By DeWitt Emery
•
I.opat's third
victory over the
Emery
NOTE,.
DeWitt
NEW YORK, July 22
(EDITOR'S
Indians this season and his 16th
easy to listen to a manager aotainst three _defeats- airt-hLs-life.
is president of the National Small.
Busineti igen's Associatioa.l. Nkho says llitelY thajt-"We're going time.
Many foreign visitors, writers
to win the pennant" and even
The high-riding Red Sox movand political , observers he come
after watching his club go shakily
ed into a third place tie with the
to this country. toured from coast
through a split double header,
Yankees by defeating the White
to coast, taken long and detailed
there seemed to be logic today'
Sox, 3 to 1 and 10 to 9 at Boston
notes of the way we live Hod m irk
in what Lou Boudreau had to say
for their ninth victory in 10 starts.
together--only to go home and deabout his cleveland Indians.
Joe Dobson pitched six hit ball
spair of ever being able to describe
-We're the best team in the to win the first game for his 12th
a "typical American."
American league." -Boudreau said. victory of the seasear. Bobby Doerr
This is not surprising. because
before the .Indians dropped a 7 gut four hits in the opener and
there just "ain't no suih animal."
to 3 decision to the Yankees. then scored one of the two runs in the
As, Americans we simply defy
came from behind on Jim liegan's ninth inning of the second game
classification as a "race,- or as
grand slam home runs to win a in which Tex Hughson was the
group types with 'neat -little labels.
12 to 8 second game victory,
victor in a relief role. It was HughBut even among • oursclves we
That the Indians didn't even -son's first win since he came back
are constantly tryihg' to do the
look like the best team in the from Austin. Tex.. where 'he went
same thing—to sort oursolves inT7
Applachian league as they lost
recover from arm trouble,
separate bins, like vesetables in a
the opener didn't worry Boudreaa
The Browns handed the second
grocery store. We, tag our bins or
bit.
Gambling
in
both
in the least
place Athletics their worst defeat
groups of people with labels like
bill
twin
with
second
ends of the
of the season on their home field,
-workers". "consumers", -business
string pitchers, he cashed in on 17 to 5 on 21 hits in which Les
men", "farmers", 'stockholders' and
hitting to win the nightcap and Moss led the way with a two run
SO on.
was ready to pitch Bob Feller homeer and a triple and Bob DilWhile it is true that all of these
nd Bob Lemon in a bid for a linger stole three bases including
•
terms, have useful meanings. the
sweep in the remaining games.
home. Al Zarilla also stole three
classifying
of
habit
constanly
•'We're in a great spot because bases and got four hits.
people into one group or ansther -is
TOY DEEP-SEA DIVER — Little Eddie Scanlon, 4, of New
of
steering
wheel
the
one
at
sits
of
driver,
retired
Johnstone,
bus
BUS—Ernest
OPEN-TOP
we've managed to stay up there
highly 'unrealistic and can lead to
The Senators topped the Tigers
York City, "pumps air" to a submerged deep-sea diver at
feet
two
Standing
England.
built
Brighton,
has
in
he
coaches
motor
eight seale-model
this far without too much help at Detroit, 6 to 1 as Walt 'Masterall sorts of nonsense and confusion.
Toy Guidance Exhibit. This is one of 500 items displayed
the
lite and eight feet long, each coach can carry a driver and one passenger, and can do
from Feller." Boudreau said. "Now son escaped serious trouble even
The reason is obvious. Nobbdy
i
as a sample of the modern trend in toys and what the chil100 miles on a gallon of gas. Top speed is 26 m.p.h.
1 think he is ready to start win- though giving up 12 hits. Master'ever fits completely into spy one
dren will be asking for next Christmas.
ning consistently and along with son's triple featured a four run
.a classification. For instance, every
the staff we've already got we fifth inning rally that clinched the
Worker is also a consumer. So are
•
"None of my boys are in really the distance.
certainly figure to stay up there victory,
people in all the other groups. where we sell our energy and tal- CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
good shape." said men's swlmming
Korean Lee Hop welcomed the the
a
the 'rest of the way."
are ents to create something of value, DUCKS DVINITY JOB
The Dodgers swept to 9 to 3 and
coach Bob Kiphuth. "But I'm driv- Yanks to 'the gymnasium by let- 'Mare workers and formai s
also stockholders. All of us share either as goods or as a service. For
The Indians were the psycho- 7 to 1 victories at Chicago 'as
ing hard to get the men ir trim as
TACOMA, Wash. (UP) — The
him better the common rIght.s. privileges and re- this we get an immediate return of
logical victors by a wide margin Ralph Branca and Jos Hatten
fast as possible. We are not passing!ring them watch
of commerce here passed
as they roared from behind to top pitched route-going ball to give
up a second of training time and I olympic record in the clea&and- sponsibilities as ciiizens, and most money. But what we really get is chamber
of -us, as adults, have common is claim on the total supply of goods this one up.
the Yankevs in the second game, the hot Brooklyn boys a record
think we will reach the peak be- jerk event in. weight-lifting.
cause as the voters.
and service that all of us together
A letter arrived from a student
By LEO H. PETERSEN
gettir- eight runs ip the seventh of 16 wins in 19 starts. Branca WOO
fore the games start."
Now, when we consider how create. The money just serves as in' Newman. Ga., saying:
Editor
Sports
Press
United
opener
the
in
victory
12th
his
extreme, track
and eighth innings as lefty Joe
At the other
many of these various groups each a handy way. of dividing up the
"I shall have to write a thesis
Page gave 10 hits and a walk in re- giving up a homer to Bill NicholLondon. July 22 (UP—The for- coach Dean Cromwell threatened
one of us actually belongs to,, it is results.
blow.
damaging
for the bachelor of divinity degree
fore and aft
bat
"fungo
a
use
to
lief. The Yankees blew an 8 to son as the most
olympic
1948
the
of
mal opening
easy to see how impossible, unBut at this point watch out for a In the near future.
4 lead in which Tommy Henrich Tom Brown got three singles to games was just one week away on any of his men whom ne ••
natural and frequently just plain slick spot in the thread of logic.
led the way with a homer ad two drive in four Dodger runs. Holten today and the order of the day caught working too hard.
"Will it be possible for your buCHARLESTON, S. C. 1UP-Rti- senselesg it is to go around "labelMoney is confusing stuff, and the reau of information to do the work
‘ doubles and George McQuinn also won his seventh game in the. was "back to work" for members
41
Cromwell wasn't having much mors and stories of buried treasure ing" people as belonging in this
fast-talking boys use it as a pawn
the. otxmer, Joe Di- nightcap as Gene Hermanski and of the huge American squad.
homered
luck restraining his athletes' en- here are as perpetual as the bulls group or that group, without ob- in this game of setting group for me" .
maggio came out if a prolonged Bruce Edwards hit Dodger homers.
harbor waters serving how many other groups
over
they
wheeling
because
still
however,
thusiasm,
men
weight-lifters,
men,
Track
against group, especially if they
slump to hit a homer and two sin- . The Braves beat Ewell Blacktrack which once floated pirate ships of they also belong in. . And when
and women swimmers, and all the rushed off to their training
can make you forget you 'are a
gles and Billy Johnson.-ew Mapes well of the Reds for the third
Bonnet.
and
Bonney,
arrived
they
Teach.
minute
the
almost
who
consee
someone
you
tryhear
or
others were back in a training
member of many groups.
and Phil Rizzuto also hit homers straight time this year, 6 to 2 at.
SprinYet, a single copper coin of tffe stantly harps on this rlass-versusing to regain the sharp edge of in their unabridged camp.
For instance, they say to you as
— - -- — —
CaliSouthern
of
Patton
Mel
ter
Carclass theme, watch out. Such a a worker: "Demand more money
colonial government of South
condition, they might have lost in
starts
practicing
about
fornia set
Wino is the only booty ever locat- person is either awfully naive. for less work, then you'll get a
a week on ship.
and hammer thrower Henry Dre- ed in this historic city.
grossly misinformed or is grinding bigger share of the goods and will
The attitudes of the various
yer of New York started heaving
in an axe.
buried
treasures,
have more time to enjoy them."
Family
coaches, however, was sharply conweights.
haste during the Civil War, have This phony labelling of people It sounds good, but it slides ,right
flicting Some of them ordered
_aria then selling teemti as "workers" _past the fact that unless you somethou -C-41.201.06 i40--b4W-krie -devict - to'--.-The- 4-raele Mt* were -check • full been turned up-. --But-the -gold and
on the idea that they are
how also prodifFe-inore goods, the
the toughest kind of training but of confidence and predictions that jewels of pirate days remain untheir employers; or apPliallng to extra money won't buy any more
others advised their athletics to they vsoull garner more than the accounted for, except in words.
them as "liberals" to oppose a va- for you. Higher prices will set you
:'take it easy- until they get their eight first places Cromwell foreDuring WPA days. workmen on riety of other folk who are con-back where you started.
them.
for
cast
again.
back
land legs
a street paving project reportedly
You see, they neglected to say
The men swimmers also reflect- unearthed a pot of gold. The treas- veniently labeled "reactionaries",-'_
is,„a
favorite
process
whole
the
what happened to you as a coned the mood of enthusiasm.
ure was said to date from colonial trick of the Commies. It's the old sumer
Cincinnati as Warren Spahn scorwhile you were "s,tiining"
Sprint swim star Alan Ford of
times. It later deveioped that only divide-and-conquer technique and
ed his eighth victory. Earl Toras a worker There has to be more
Yale said, "I don't think I will
glass
a
in
found
were
coins
few
a
up
backed
geSon and Jett. Heath
be beeten by any-al the European jar. It had been buried on the site It fools ton. many people too much goods lo divide before more dollars
Dried Skininvzd Milk
his seven hit pitching with home
of the time.
of any help.
will
swimmers, not even Alex limy,
of an old, abandoned race track.
runs.
to our role as citizens, the
Next
the French champion."
The story that silver "bits" i the biggest common denominator we
A six-run rally in the seventh
The women swimmers were glad
of share in this country is that of begave the Cardinals an 8 to 4 vic- to get back to work. although they eighty part of Spanish pieces
tory over the Giants at St. Louis, found the air much chillier when eights were dug from a drain was ing workers. It doesn't MI*e mocli
difference whether we work in
Harry Brecheen winning his 10th they climbed out of the water never proved.
•
Only the single copper coin is overalls or a white collar. The
victory of the season. Ron Northey than it was back on the west
point is that most of us have a job
got three hits to lead the Cards coast, where nearly all of them evidence of buried treasure.
at bat.
come from.
The Phils defeated the Pirates. "I had almost forgotten how to
3 to 2 in the 10th inning when , swim." said pretty Ann Curtis.
Johnny Blatnik tripled and Eddie "It certainly was good to get in."
1946 FORD 2-door Super Deluxe, low mileage,
from
Miller singled him home with the
The
Americans' rivals
nice and clean, lots of service.
winning run to give relief pitcher other countries were also hard at
Lyn Rowe the victory, his sixth. work, however, and more of them
1941, CHEVROLET 2-door Special. A nice car inPitcher Elmer 'Riddle, who had a were arriving 0 nthe scene almost
side and out. Two-tone green, low mileage.
two-hit shutout until he weakened hourly.
Among the latest to arrive was
in the eighth, also hit a Pirate
1941 FORD 2-door. A one-owner car that is real
24 — PHONES — 25
homer.
Lloyd LaBeach. Panama's one-man
right.
drives
It
mechanically.
good
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Al Za- Olympic squad, who is rated the
SELF SERVICE, yet we furnish personal service
rata who got four hits and stole strongest threat to Yank supremacy
1941 CHEVROLET 2-door. A good car mechanicto look up for you.
three bases as the Browns upset in the 100-meter dash. LaBeach is
ally, and looks fair.
co-holder of the world mark for
the Athletics 17 to 5.
$1.35
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Pirate Golf, If Any,
eludes Charleston

ft

LETTER BOXES
'ARE- BACK
in Two Sizes

LEDGER & TIMES

CLOVERLEAF

BuqBDILR USED Gig

SWANN'S GROCERY

.P,./1 Look!It so easy

do a whole weeks washing

NEW BUILDING
208 South Fourth Street

Half bushel Peaches

1940 FORD Black Deluxe 2-door, with radio and
heater. Buy this Nyith a drive, it'll satisfy.

•
•I

1940 FORD Standard 2-door with good tires and
motor. Drives right and is CHEAP.
1939 FORD 2-door. A one-owner car with rebuilt
motor and clean, black paint and shines.
1933 FORD 2-door. Clean and drives right. A good
little car for transportation. Looks keen.

CANNERS and COOKERS

1931 A-Model FORD. The nicest A-Model in the
country. It's still nearly new inside and drives
perfect. See this one for sure.

7-qt. Cold Pack Canners
Now $1.60
Was $1.98
Half gallon size, was $3.95, Now $3.45
Half gal. Pressure Cookers, can
double deck, qts., was $22.95,
$19.95
Now

SPECIAL
a

CANNING SPECIALS

—

1933 Plymouth with good body and
tires. Drives out 0. K. A pretty.nice
little car for transportation. Ready to
drive, for $95.
We also have a few cheap PICKUPS for sale, and
a nice 1 1 2 ton FORD truck with good cattle
bed. Also a few more automobiles to pick
from.
WE'LL GUARANTEE OUR CARS TO SATISFY
YOU OR NO DEAL. SEE US IF YOU'RE
BUYING, SELLING or TRADING

"Every Deal a Square Deal.-- --Cash, Trade, or Terms
CHAS. HUGO WILSON, Sales Manager

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
Incorporated

YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
PHONE
—
MURRAY, KY.

•

14-qt. Enamel Dish Pans
Now 89c
Was $1.19
CLEARANCE SALE ON ALL
PICNIC ITEMS
Thermos Jugs, Picnic Baskets, Lawn
Chairs, etc.
— EXTRA SPECIAL
$3.79
Reg. $5.79 Ironing Board
Motora Radio, 7-tube, FM and AM
Reg. price $69.95 . . . Now $49.95

Bilbrey's Car &0 IIHome
Supply
210 Main St. : Phone 886
Murray, Kentuvky

or less
6c
Pound
10c
Missouri Cantaloupes, each .
Cold Watermelons, whole, lb.
Half, pound
Sliced Pineapple, No. 2
Crushed Pineapple, No. 2 •
Orange, Grapefruit or Blended Juice—,
3 No. 2 cans
Grapefruit and Orange Sections, No. 2 can
Syrup, Silver Sweet, half gallon
Golden Sweet, half gallon
Gallon Sorghum _ _ _
Sunshine Krispy Crackeh,
Sunshine Cheezits
Faultless Starch, large 2 1-4 pound box
Giant Dreft
Apple Vinegar, bbl., 5 per cent, gallon
Red or White Pickling Vinegar, bbl., gallon
100 lbs. large Seed Potatoes
Coffee, Folgers, 1-1b. tin
7-Day Coffee, 1
3 pounds
Canning Salt', 10112s. •
10 lbs. Barrel Salt
Red, White, and Red Eye Tobacco Beans.
MEATS
Lard, 8-lb. pail
Bacon, Armour's Star
Hams, Smoked, half er whole
Ham, tenderized, no waste,
Lean tenter Cuts, lb.
Dried Beef, package
Baby Beef Chuck Roast

29c
25c
52c
50c
0
7c
.2
$12
17c
35c
92c
45c
. 30c
$4.50
57c
44c
$1.30
35c
20c

$2.50
73c
64c
$1.00
45c
59c

FROZEN FOODS
69c
of six
pkg.
Steaks,
Minute
Strawberries, Chicken for frying, Plies, Rolls,
Cocoanut, Fruits and Vegetables.
WANT 10 or 15 bushels LARGE POTATOES.
PAY Highest Market Cash for EGGS.
Above Market in Trade.

Oralt-ar

to 10c
to 20c
31,2c
Sc
40c
37c

- :siallastarsaasa.,....114garagigalt...as.--„aataakssair(-1-..taz "oat
ss_s_.
- soliraeissfAiwissa.a.t

jidaire $329.75
Litimisttic_washori
No more "washday blues," aching back or chapped
hands when you own a Frigidaire Fully Automatic
Washer. All you do is put in clothes and soap, push
the button—and forget it! In less than 30 minutes,'
exclusive "Live-Wcter" action gets clothes cleaner
than ever; and two "Live-Water" rinses get them
brighter, whiter than ever. You'll love the "Rapidryl

dryf
spin that dries clothes pounds lighter ... some
enough to iron. Come in. See a demonstration of.
Frigidaire "Finger-Tip" washing -the

fully automatic way.

Johnson Appliance Co.
"Your FRIGIDAIRE Dealer"
South Side Square

Tel.

56

-0,

•
•••

•

•
eilloht
h
AumbisitimilMiass.

11100•MIN/911
,
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• LOCALS,.

Club News

Women's Page

Activities Locals,10°
Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PRONE 374-M

Circle 11 Meets
At Home Of Mrs.
Hugh Houston

Bride Elect

Circle II of the Womans Council
id the First Methodist Church -met
at 3 ceche:it yesterday ;thermion
with Mrs. Hugh Houston at her
stately home on Hazel Rtied .
Mrs. Bryan Tolley. chairman.
presided over the business session.
which Vi'AS followed by the inspiring devotional conducted oy Mrs
R. J. Hall.
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop was in charge
of the program at which time Miss
Clara Jane Miller was guest speakCr

The. heetess Was assisted by the
cohostese Mrs Rainey T Wells in
serving a refreehing iced course ut
the 23 members and two guests
Mrs Bob Gatlin and Mrs Goldie
Curd of Arkansas. Alizo• assisting
we•re Mrs. A. F. Doran who served
the ealte-and Mrs George hell presided at the punch bowl.

•
Miss Careive Carter

Mr. and Mrs W Z Certer eniteunce the flees iiigC of it,, daughter Carolyn to Johnny Lee Rt agan.
on of Mr. and Mrs Jahn Reagan
a:ienof Besnetrck. M... tet Frid
ing. Aueust 27..
Mur.t sent.tr
11dIss
ray Stet, .Celleee WS 1:0 a member
it Stens. Signia St V.:T1.1 SOI ores
She s es chassei a Campus Favierte
fur the year 1.941.-4&
The Baptist Woman's Missionary
Mr. Reagan is a grii(11.1340. o: Murray Stier College and M....S. S. cted ; Union of the Blood Reiser Aseeee
;
as a member 'efe ',Wee- Who- ante: will meet at 0:45 a m. Thursarm eke s 0.10.:ittles.441441A rit4:1 1:W - day. July 29, with the Salem church
ei 1446 He at Lynn Grove The program will
7:WS „nd iiinvericiatc
.
1(
wes also president ef tee Seelent emphasize young peoples tssark
The inspirational. speaker will be
Orirattzetten in 1946
I Mrs J. D. Brame of Paducah, re! gienal Young People's leader.
e
ell women es well ds the yeung
1
. peoples organization are urged to
1 attend
"

Womens Missionary
'Group To Meet AtSalem Church

I.

Calendar
College

Aegis& IL Setunlay-Second term
ends
-The careers _et ceder poles ..!
posses- hnes are numbered. Weans
enerks f :service seen A
, VARSITY
pole'arnist.d 75 times becomes wi! Out of the inuc- ii Br .14 Man.i
safe' and rnust.•be replaced
Ft ..ture starts. 1.0J-3.01-et7-7:Ie• le.
RIAD Tlific t'LAssurutDis

COOL0,-2COMFORTABLE

FRIDAY
and Saturday

-

OAT GUNS WITH
;. •41CTION AND SONG'
7 pr ;.atas
Shale
!

no ore s az t

9X-ON
LAW
FRUI. CO/
IIUGH

halt GlialitS /110 ISS Iht9I0 MINSII6
• cottailla SOCTUIlf

SUNDAY and MONDAY
GARY COOPER and PAULETTE GODDARD
— 111 -

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
Satofalatail SaasAfivail Saaas•Peacel

IMO 0 Vanall

• •

Hasten Wright of Wisivell has
completed his course of mechanical
training at M.S.C. and is waitiug improvement of his wife's
health before accepting his share of
on-the-job training. Satisfied customers of the past are keeping him
busy at his home though.

By FRANK C ROBERTSON
Pones arra.. se.

Just before Josie Pennington way inside an. find live powder cans
-s
‘
FRIDAY PEACE PLATE
arrives in Buena Vista in Idaho all paint black in zem 'cans ees
Territory to mane Jim Bioxharn, mebbe forty t'ousand dollars wort'
Something diliererkk in sata-ds is
Dinner in a casserole-chock-full
say four ltc.;-•
gold prospector be's murdered. gold dust. Jeem
of spring's good things-brings our our gold and green one with carrots
Visilautes are Preparing to mine one keg flees'.. Now don't you
The
favorite dab to a Friday table. And and crisp new cabbage shredded
hang his partner. Bruno Casette. forget if sometheeng happen to
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Fain T. English
together. It's thrifty to buy these Sure that Bruno is innocent, bale Bruno."
it's not expensive.
returned to their- home in Orhave
brother's,
vegetables.
her
son
to
plentiful
and
clinging
Ben
voting
Pauline.
of
Farris
aid
the
Cecil
enlists
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The lucky ones in the Northwest
dinner like
softly Josh' said
Fla., following a visit with
cry
complete
to
lando,
began
Vigilana
try
nand,
misguided
Let's
a
The
for
Warren.
evening
Tuesday
loft
Buddy
this
salmon
delecfor
arias choose
a lawless nothing
by
Mrs. Hugh Houston.
controlled
one:
and
Dr.
are
this
tes
and
friends
with
visit
for
it's
pie,
table fish
economical
few days'
Tom Hawk was back before they
gang secretly beaded by Charles
Fish Pie, Cheese Biscuit Top
there. Away from the Northwest,
relatives in Detroit.
gathered
others
The
it.
Knew
Bruno
victimizing
Is
who
Douglas.
Spring Greens
you'll probably find other fish lowMr. ;Hid Mrs. R. H. Hood have
• •
to hide the real killer Jim's around him
Gold and Green Salad
er-priced.
their guests this week their sun
as
"The varmints were Jist leavite"
Ben saves Bruno,
Bill.
and
Mr.
brother
of
home
the
in
Guests
. Celery Seed Dressing
Hood and Mrs. Hoed of
Richard
lie and his friends become in- he informed them. "Must've been
but
Many markets offer fish steaks at
week
last
Shipley
Mrs. Eugene
Rhubarb Crumble
volved in a tight with the Doug- couple hundred of 'em We'll ride
Louisville.
about 25 cents a pound. And so to•
Young
Fulton
Mrs.
were Mr. and
FOOD TIPS: Watch for the two- las gang Then. Bill Statham and down a little closer, then leave our
day's tasty main dish for four costs
and daughter, Judy, Greenville.
and horses an' go the rest o' the way on
Bruno
buy,
setae
CLASSIFIEDS.
you
when
men
vegetables
other
THE
meal
Iwo
BEAD
about 60 cents-only 15 cents a
Miss.. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cretin.
Why throw away tender tops of torture him to try to make him foot. Prank's waitin' tuh see If any
person.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs.
reveal where his gold is hidden. more of 'em show Up."
new turnips or beets when they'd
Ben rescuing him. Is forced to
PIE, CHEESE BISCUIT TOP be your dish of spring greens for
W. M. Wells, and Mr. and Mrs. M.
QUARTER of a mile from the
kill Bill and another man. On the
today's dinner? You can have the
G. Wells, Martin, Tenn.
gang
Douglas
halt.
a
advised
the
Hawk
sawmill,
thie
of
basis
asaguemas fat
roots for one meal-and-The tops
Truman Smith, who has been a
incite the Vigilantes against Ben Bruno was lifted off his horse and
Migamassa awe
for another.
patient at the Murray hospital,
adherents, even claiming carried on a saddle blanket.' The
his
and
Sok Meek
Wash the tops, trim away damage
has sufficiently recovered to rethat Josie helped to kill Bill and others walked They moved silently
ewd Peeper
spots, and crisp before cooking.
v.
II gap dieed petaled@
that she previously conspired to aware that there might be spies sume his duties at Dale & StubbleThere's a lot of difference between
miP grams peas
have Jim Bioxham murdered in lurking anywhere.
field Drug Store.
*i•
% map celery
greens that are crisp when you
Below the Mill were long, square
••
order to inherit his money Ben.
Pauline.
into
go
piles of lumber. As they passed beWash ash : mac islowly in 1 cup of salted cook them and greens that
Josie. Bruno. his sister
Russell of Stewart
H.
R.
Mrs.
SNOW kg about VS minutes. or until flesh the pot wilted.
to
town
stepped
leave
man
a
these
of
two
tween
and their friends
or "flak" when tested with the
the guest of her mother
hide at the sawmill. However a out of the shadows Instantly the county, is
If beet.or turnip tops don't prolra knits.
short way out of town Ben and barrel of Tom Hawk's rifle was and sister. Mrs. Vickie Martin, and
Mb/ a nom by blending the melted fat vide quite enough greens for a dish,
emir sad gradually adding the milk
Miss Katie Martin. 300 North Fifth
his helper. Hoppy Means, turn against Js breast.
free supply'in your Dark
IOWA in which the keh cooked. Add sample the
"Hold it!" Prank Matthews cried. street. Mrs. Russell recently reback. for Ben has a plan up his
and vegetables and place In • lawn-tender dandelion or lamb's.
Hawk
grunted.
von."
"Oh.
It's
sleeve.
essreerude. Bake la a moderately
turned from an 'extended sisit with
en trIfo*F1 for about 30 minutes. quarter greens.
"Still clear?"
Zic
Or add a little spinach, mustard
Tap with cheese bbecuita. Servs 4.
"I think so. I Just made a circle a son in California.
XXIX
CHAPTER
• •
Mak* the bisenfts according to your fav- greens, or kale to make the dish go
though.
Can't
tell
yards.
the
of
had
Hoppy
recipe,
and
grated
cop
orite
adding
HEN Ben
eb4444 'round.
Miss Mildred Curd of Memphis.
Somebody may be hangin' around_
le the tufted dry ingredients,
left their friends on the way Better get Bruno and the girls Into Tenn., is vacationing with her pato Prank Matthews' sawmill, the bunkhouse. 7 hung blankets trp ttl%
and Mre. J. B. Curd.
T••11 lad • recipe f•r •ftether taety SIM dish. Frsed Ftsk Cartage and for Ilk
02 Sale
"Maw Inalinfy-411••••• and 100.01-•••Ing YIP doh.. in • henklet rest inserted lie Om
minute or so passed be- to the windows. RO they can have a rents..week.
is
a
only
recipe. for
Plate-I'eace
prepares
which
and
lOill•ea••tion
all
Feed
- Oliee fee Food
putting
advise
I'd
but
light.
a.
card
peel
missed.
penny
a
pm. For ystsr free copy print year nam• and address ea
fore they were
Tights out before anybody opens a
and atedraes is FOOD CONSSRVATION, WASHINGTON 31, D. C.
Mrs. George Upchurch is enjoy_Josie became aware of Ben's abDonahue
Tim
heard
seriee_when she
into the frame shack ing the ,company of her sister Miss The local FARM BUREAU is sponsorIng
li"
Acrowded
dwr
looked
She
was
he
ask where
except Tom Ltavk and Matthews' Ruth Houston and her brother's silo sot. of tickets in your County. Gat
around quickly and felt a strange two hired men. Rawson and Porter
children Jean .and Bill of
then at your drug, hardware grocery,
feeling of dismay.
who remained on guard When the Texas.
and ;mpliarntanf dome also at Banks and
"ALM an' floppy had something door was closed. Matthews lighted
It. County Agouti's officio.
• •
up their sleeve." Matthews ex- a lamp. They were in the combinaMrs. James Doffin and children
plained.
tion dining room and kitchen.
SALE ENDS SEPT. 1
"You don't think he run out on
"My bedroom is right there." Marilyn Ann. Carolyn and Bob of
BUY YOURS NOW
us. do you?" P. G. Taylor inquired. Matthews said. "and the room Panama City. Fla., are visiting
didn't think he was that kind of where the men sleep IS hat beyond
Mrs. Laverne Wallis and Mrs. Jack Tickets are good at gat* any day or night.
Better carry Bruno on through, and K
a man"
s.y
The latter has complipaerititileed
"He didn't run away: Josie was the girls can occupy my room."
them with two sort drink
She
saying
herself
her
to
surprised
He liahted another lamp for the mented
only knew that she couldn't bear to girls. The room he showed them
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett arrived yeshear him branded with cowardice. was bare save for a bunk against
"Right yon are miss." Frank told the wall, a table, and some chairs. terday for a few days visit with
my
for
"Not very luxurihus." he said.
her. "We decided to make
her parents Dr. and Mrs. Rainey
LOUISVILLE
"it will do splendidly." Josie T. Wells. Other guests 1nthl Wells FAUtOROUNOR
mill• Beni! Join us there later"
Of
way
by
town
left
had
They
PaIoase Plat. A long, timbered hill
AULINE ran Into the larger
ending against the town lay across
the Basin here. Matthews' mill lay
room to kiss Bnine good night
the
on
gulch
a
near the mouth of
then returned to Josie. They closed
apposite slope of this ridge.
both doors.
"These Vigilantes-I do not unTom Hawk undertook to guide
e
_ 'the party through the heavy timber derstand. Why does not the law
*tercet the ridge It aias heavy going make things right?" Pauline asked
•
, and required more than an hour to Innocently.
"I wish I knew." Joan. answered
reach one of Matthews' skid roads.
-Lookee. folks- Hawk said -the "I suppose it's became thts Is a new
mob eonkla beat us DM the mill country. It's hard to believe that
l'-wouldn't look nice wallow in on only a handful of men out of thouem unannounced You folks better sands stand out against lawlesswen here while I de some ecouttn'" ness Or. It may be because one men
"That's a good idea." Matthews Is to shrewd and unscrupulous that
he can fool all the rest"
agreed "but Ill go with you."
She was thinking of Charles
others
Douglas as that man and she was
THEY rode on. while the
a dismounted And seated them- thinking of Ben Warren She wonselves on a fallen log Thry all knew dered suddenly If Ben had turned
high'
Olympic
EASING OVER - Harold Osborne. former
that Bruno was tuffering from his back to search out Douglas and ittl!
Jumper and world record holder, eases over the bar during,
efletered feet ben the Mg Prench- him He had killed Bin Bloxharn
had dethe
at
athlete
man stoically refused to complain. and Ned Bunton but they
star
Eddleman,
Dwight
with
session
practice
a
Joste about terred It for it was their lives or
to
talked
he
Instead
Chamin
osteopath
an
now
University of Illinois. Osborne,
Bruno's and Ben's
nis partner Jim Bioaham
Douglas too deserved MI die But
paign, Ill., still retains much of his old form.
"Jeem he ees ze finest man I ever
Ben had gone deliberately tc
if
mine
ze
find
icnow. Bet eta Jim who
hunt the man down and slav him
always not-me Thee, four time he no amount of Mille could ever cause
strike eel rich. but always he say tier to see him Ls she had seen him
'Bruno. you my pardnair we go that first night at Horseshoe Bend
'half an' half'"
when she had felt instinctively that
"I know he always felt you were
he was to be trusted Implicitly
entitled to half." Jeste replied.
And then she felt suddenly tater
"No, sat ees not so 1st eta why I
as she remembered that now shr
you
Mebbe
now
you
tole
to
want
home on Main street yesterday at
herself was accused of conspirers
don't git any of Jeem's money Half to commit murder
3 .ecloek le the mernbere- of -Carrie
Eel
anyvou
to
go
has
of all Bruno
She removed her shoes, blew out
III of the Wemans Council of the
Vine happen to me. you an' Pauline
the light and lay down beside thr
First Methodist Church. Cohosyou equal oardnair"
girl In a few minutes she
tess wa• Mrs Rebie Fair.
"Oh no Bruno!" Joste protested younger that Pauline was sleentra
realized
tell
I
end
close
Leesen
yes.
"But
• Mrs Max Hurt was in charge if
seundlv She tried to stay swagt
you where 7C geld ees cached Two
the devotional and also the piste
nerself listening to the soughing n:
Cue rod behind ze cabin at ze mine
lb.:
e wind through the pine trees but
/is t •
nig
un t tni"--7
weer..
trees
about
ten
two
pine
young
eta
fere she-Ione* it. she too wai
of Church Work in Poland arid 'The
feet from each You stand at back sleeping.
Progress That Has Been Made Since
of cabin an' look between•mickfle of
trees Level 'teeth a man's eyes
the War." .
-.
.
(To be continued,
nst to hill mebbe keftv yards
The hesteas served delightful re7R trees res place 'where vou (The characters in this serial an
ti,
freshmants
thee(igi•,t members
lictit taus
find ye gold You lift up some brush
CaDiflahl. 1542 or Print C hooertaott
and ghests, Ws Austin Adiunson
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SEPT. 12-18
Advance Tickets Now
50c Tickets for 25c

1

KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR
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Mrs. L. C. Alexander
Entertains Members
Of Circle III
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VIGILANTES-OF
BUENA VISTA

Mrs. Hasten Wright, nee Ynetna
Rhea, is resting better since suffering a relapse „two tweeks ago
but her condition is Wile improved.
She has been confined to her bed
since February .10, except for a few
hours spent in a5 chair or when
placed In it car for a brief outing.
She ii- stiffer-int Joni a-very-unusual painful stoniach and intestinal ailment and severe nervous
disorder resulting in malnutrition.
anemia and a partially paralyzed
left leg.

ce
van
0ea
10

STARRETT • BURNETTE
tie Dever 14

Olfree her Food and feed Conservation Suggests:

••

residence are Dr. Wells' brother
Wells and children Anna
J.
Helen and J. W. Wells of Zephyr
Hills. Fla. J. W. celebrated his
yesterday. Mr
stkth birthday
Wells and his children are alse
visiting other relatives of Call(cw.ry
county.
••••• •
Mrs. E. C. Parker and daughter
Sue. who have been visiting their
daughter and sister Mrs. John Prothrolii Mishit, Tex., were accompanied home by Mrs. Prothro who
remained as' their house guest until
yesterday when she returned to
her home.
••
Mrs. Sarah Short retuened et
her home yeskeday in Mitidlebure
after spending a week with het'
sister, Mrs. Dottie Moser who is
recuperating at the home or her
son W. B. Moser oil Olive street.
Moser accompanied his
Walter
aunt for is short visit.

M)
MO

Tremendous Savings in Famous ...

: FOREST PARK
and
LIFE STRIDE SHOES

NATURALIZER

1

I
TODAY ONLY

Sale Going On Now

sm

George Brent — Virginia Mayo — Turhan Bey
Ana Dvorak — Carole Landis

._ •
Come early for your pick of the patterns
and colors you prefer

Ii

"OUT OF THE BLUE:
't -'.s,

Social Calendar

llighl:Oits of Barkley's Keynote Speech

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
_frif
•
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AMMONIUM NITRATE

1

THE BACK SWE'EP- .
•
Schiaparelll skillfully
manipnlates beige wool to
Make this jackel, whiriT4
sweeps back
cutaway
front to fantail fullness.
Two diamond buttons
.accent the back interest.

rioltri

1: Mrs. Alpha C Outland. fle•widow
of the late Andrew Outland. is in
. the Murray Hospital very ill of
US? our CtaIIIIIITO
I pineurflonia. She is the mether of
! Wet. Lon Outland. Mrs It. H. F21- get lb. business.
_
well. Mrs Paul E Poyner and Mrs.
,John Keel

Of ••• V•0•• •0

Rifd

Thureday. July :el
The Megeeine Club will meet
•
wias Mrs. Rebert Breach.
; 1
Monday. July ts
.the
.4 _The 14. De.partmeist.
1 Murray Woman's Club will observ
• Its, regular menthly picnic at the
City park at 6.30

Suit Shoes, and other styles in many
FARMERS, we have received another shipment
of Ammonium Nitrate. There are no orders against
it.
We suggest you get your fall needs now, as the
manufacture of Ammonium Nitrate in the future

0011-11.0

We have Platforms, Sandals, Spectators, Casuals,

is uncertain.
We have 33 per,cent at $3.4,01ser 100 1bs.

colors and

leathers.

$8.88

NATURALIZERS
Formerly $10.95
FOREST PARK
FormerTy49.95
TEEN AGE
Formerly $6.95

S7.77

•

S4.97

•
•

coot
.
,
to

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association

01•••••••

t -Seer&'3011'Tannic of arretent Indian

.

zuo

found la the
hileblos • lave
rims of Arizona's Grand Canyon
Cliff dwellings' made by the Itdians? are found along the ld'wer
walls of the eanyon, in many
places.
.•••
•

Phone 207

East Main Street
...ArGleeegle
SAO So

'•

Peri

ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South Fifth

Phone 106-W

0
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and Save Money

'2,4-D WEED KILLER. We
have V
REN1-2-rc...rn garage apartR
1O
plenty on hand—Both 28 per cent ment, partly furnished, available
and 40 per cent Ester or salt. We now. Phone 325, 1296 West Main —
will spray for you, or we will rent 0. W. Harrison
Ty24c
FOR SALE: 50 lb. ice box. Good you our power sprayer. See us for
condition. Phone 693-M-4
J22c facts and
iformation. Murray
Hatchery, Murray, Ky. Telephone
AUTOMATIC REDUCTION SALE 338-J.
A9c
is now on at Draper & Darwin.
You can't miss getting a bargain FORP SALE—All restaurant equipbecause the price goes down every ment at the Collegiate Inn for
day regardless of what is in our sale. Can -he -seen any time from
window. You will find everything 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. until sold—B. H.
Price for Brown.
Jy28c
4'fur all the family.
Wednesday, July 21st, LS 90c. Be
Jy3lc PIANOS--New spinet, any finish,
there.
as low as $485.00 with bench. Guaranteed used pianos as low as
FOR SALE: Kelvinator frigidaire,
$135.00 and up./tree delivery any• 7 foot, Good condition. Call 150
So.
cur 6874-3.
J20.21.22 where—Harry Edwards. 808
Fifth Street, Paducah, Ky. Phone
A3c
4431.
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Get that Prevacation
Car Check and
Repair Work
Done Now
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y. Gan
grocery,
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USED CARS
TIRES
SHOPWORK
-Ride now and pay
later
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1 -$0,•1.. AtelenC110
INdlent
2-God 01 nave
2-Flaccid
4 -To rap likhtly
S --To anoint
6 -Location
1-breastbone
8--To Lasten
1-To vaneema10 -Blood
II-To rebuff
16-Codes of conduct
20-Turkey gabbier
72-To resole legacy
24-Sodium nitrate
25-heel of exchange
26-To recline .0
I.-Normal
26-Belonging to him
79-A number
30-Crimson
32 -Compound of
nitrogen and
hydrogen
35-To consume
Eli-Shaded walk
311-01tried on
25-To throw
40-Mature
41-Sea bird
43-Curved molding
44-Actual
45-To relate
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47--5-shal
45- firnal: doh *pi
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ITS GOOD BUSINESS
TO EMPLOY
DISABLED VETI:RANS

Wanted

R

14

5

5,

WE SPECIALIZE: in COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant

19111 Eri!i r3LA

4

1

r...
Tn.'..

.

in

IS

urday, July 24, at 1:30 p.m. Household and kitchen furniture. EvJy23p
erything -goes.

Monthly
Payment
Plan

3

5

Notices

GMAC
Sale

1

stVER It) PRINS()) s PI
PUZZLE

33 -Porn prong
34 -AtonAs for
-Measured
37-Mohammedan
prient
$5 -45trIfe
30-To Study
41 -Pins: amount
43-Worthless *crap
VI- Wings
is--Article of Clothing
U- rules of reapeet
Si
53 -Business
transaction
53 --Playthings
54-Conjunction
U-To market

ACLOSII
1-To,ahower
S-Tool
A-Old women
12-Operatic nobo
13-Louse its
14-Statue
15-Pintshed
17-Be1ge
IS-Viper
le-Wary
2I-Rebel
21-Re‘erenee
29 -Not any
25 -Walks he•slly
28-Tobacco jar
31-River in England
32-To point

1.

NO GUESSWORK
We use factory trained men NOTICE—Public adetion at home of
and tuneup machines
Orvis McGee, Kirksey, Ky., Sat-

Use Our

CROSSWORD

•
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they received. The "best team in
the league". committed five errors
but that first game was the real
dilly.
Boudreau started it off with an
error in the second and from there
on the rest of the team crowded
Into the act for a real comedy.
Dale
Mitchell dropped Tommy
Henrich's line drive for another
error in the third and then pulled the prize of the day in the fifth.'
He was on first with one out
when Larry Doby belted a long
fly to right. Mitchell kept on going to third.

( »11.1liert sal Apples

WE NEED SOMEONE to help supply Rawleigh Products in Trigg
and Christian counties. 5887 families. Pleasant work with a real
you
future. I will gladly help
start your own Rawleigh business.
where products have been sold for
25 years. Let's talk it over some
evening soon—M. L. Barnes. R. No.
3. Murray, Ky.. or trite Rawleigh's. Dept. KYG-1090-248, FreeJy 15-22-29
port, Ill.
WANTED—Lady passenger with
driving experienet• for trip to Detroit. Leaving Monday--Mrs. R.
Jyiic
I. W;,de Phone Vrt.

Services Offered

Average
Prospects for ,the apple crop in
commercial areas this year indicate—that it will be . moderately
smaller than both last year and the
10-year average. The crop is expected to be below average in
all areas except the Western States.
where it should be fully as large
as average but considerably below the record 1947 crop. Early
reports indicate that this year's
crop in the North Atlantis States
may turn out about the same as
last year. In the South Atlantic
States the crop probably will -be
the
about one-half larger than
short 1947 crop. In the Central
States, prospects indicate a generally smaller crop than last year.
Kentucky Peach Deal to Start
Below

N

Today's Sports Parade
•

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK, July 22 (UPI—The
Cleveland Indians were on a tremendous hot spot today because
Lou Boudreau had broken the most
iron bound rule in the managerial
book of etiquette by announcing
that his team. "definitely" was going to win the American league
pennant.
Confident almost to the point of
in
relaxed
cockiness. Boudreau
the shade of the.aladian dugout
before yesterday's doubleheader
and unequivocably named his club
-the best in the league."

They were four tired but
happy boys. The day before they
had driven nearly 250 miles to the
State University for the boxing
matches. All four of them had
reached the finals, and three had
slugged their way to the state
intercollegiate championship for
their weight:
Now thy/ were going back
home. They had originally planned to spend the night at the
The- Yanks were so confused University, but the flush of victhat they almost forgot what to do I tory was too deep to be quenched
as Henrich relayed the ball lot by reason. By hurrying, they
Phil RizzuVi could get back to their own
Snutfy Stirnwiss.
called for it-proving at least one school in time for at least part
guy was ia the ball game—and re- of the Senior Hop where they
would reap a harvest of adulalayed to first for the double play.
In the seventh, the usually re- tion.,
Charley, the lithe little middleliable Joe Gordon trapped Joe
weight, was driving, and the
Dirnaggio off first •- but finally
other three were asleep in the
threw the ball away. Dimag was
back seat. No one saw the frightsafe back at first and Larry Berra ful collision. Charley didn't betrotted home. This happened a few
at-

•

cause — for just four seconds —
he had gone to sleep too. They
found the car against a tree,
pounded into an incredible ball
of steel, wires, glass—and flesh.
Miraculously. none of the boys
was killed, but not one will
ever box again.
.

minutes after Sad Sam Zoldak,
one of the Cleveland pitching tirocession, took Ed Lopat's tap to
the mound and almost threw to
second base—although there were
no other base runners.

Then, in the eighth, little Phil
Rizzuto laid down a bunt and
catcher Joe Tipton and pitcher
Russ Christopher both laid back
from it as if the ball was a hand
grenade. The Scooter scooted safely across first base.
All in all it was quite a hectic
afternoon for the Tribe. In the
two games the eight pitchers gave
up 23 hits and six home runs.
It provoked the possibility. that
Boudreau might be sued for libel 1
for calling this the - best team- in,
the league.
• As Bucky Harris,' the Yankaei
manager, put it:
.

fore making making olive-checked
Lou look good by winning tilt
second.
"We have hitting, pitching and
a good defense," Boudreau said
"We are in a great spot because
we managed to stay up there th:s
far without too much help froin
Sob Feller. Now I think he's ready
ta-start winning consistently and
with the rest of the staff we've
"Somebody should wire Boudgot we certainly figure to be up reau when''he leaves Boston arid
there the rest of the way.'' .
ask him if he has changed his
The "rest of the staff" wasn't mind."
yesterday
more effective
much
Why)wait? Somebody should 1
than the losing Feller has been
n
The Indians are't
tor
ask him tonight.
so far this season, almost all of
- - with their
. New Yoii
them seeing service as Boudreau 1 c't±t .of
had to use eight flingers in the two I scalPs yet!
games. ,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
Small wonder from the support

EXPERT WALL, PAPER, PAINT- tenon
The Tribe then proceeded to
ING, inside and outside. Complete
Some-early peach varieties are
decorating service. Contract or now ripening in Graves arid Mc- come apart at the seams and blow
esti- cracken Counties. However, the the first game to the Yanks behour. Call 688-R-4. Free
A7c chief variety. the Alberta. is exmate.
You Can Count On Sluggo
pected to begin to mature in quanNANCY
GOOD SELECTION OF
ROWLAND Refr:gerat:on Sales and
ity .by July 27. The crop volume
Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
this year is lighter than last year.
USED CARS TO
Hazel Highway, one block south
but the quility is expected to be
A3c
'
of Sycamore Street.
CHOOSE FROM
excellent. Farmers are receiving
varieties
LET US PUMP YOUR CISTERN $375 per bushel for early
.quantity. A
and fill it with pure well water— which are in small
pack will be tried
Hardy Rogers. Lynn Grove. Ken- new half-bushel
ut in the peach area this season.
3y23p
tucky.
Experiment Station
Field Day Mimi 12
Farmers and other interested
persons are being advised of the
PHONE 59
annual field day of the AgriculFOR RENT-3-room furn,shed atural Experiment Station at Lex206 East Main Street
Available August 1.
partment
i.igton August 12 There they will
Call Mrs. Dell Finney, phone 1081
tobaccos, corns.
J. 0. Patton
J. B. Watson
ly23c see experimental
After 5 pm. call 2:31-V.
and other crops, and hear explanations of the work be:ng done
with these crops. They also will
see cattle, sheep. hogs, and poultry. For further information, consult youi. county agent
Flour as an outlet for Potatoes
A huge potential market for
potato flour may absorb a g,)od
Jndependent Choice
ABBIE an' SLATS
potatoe surplus
Rortiorl of the
now
from this year's crop if plans
underway for the procurement of
I DON'T NEED NOSHE'S THE
HERE I AM AGAIN, NO - NOT ME.
this product by the USDA for use
OM TO DO NOTHIN
LADIES. YOU NEXT, I'M JUST AN OLD RICHEST WOMAN
by the Army Relief in occupied
IN THE WORLD. FORME.' AS LONG
NOBODY.
TAKE
.7:
MISS
CHLOE
western Germany materialize. USAS THERE'S MACKSHE CAN PO
HER:
DA. is expecting up to 200,000 long
SOMETHING EREL IN THE SEA I CAN
re0"
tons of potato flower to be made
TAKE CARE OF
FOR YOU.
from. the current crop.
MYSELF/I!
Early
in
Stood
Prices
Wholesale
July at Another All-time Peak
Farm and food wholesale prices
mounted "toward the high levels
of last winter", but the prices
I
which farmers had to pay edged
up also. Stock exchange prices in
sc.
June hit their highest since 194f.
`
Industrial stocks, rails, and utilities all reached 1948 highs.

Ask For
TOM WYATT
Service Manager

•

Bitter Victory

—
WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Tinsea

By Ernie Bushmiller

MAIN STREET
MOTOR SALES

For Rent

RECEIPT BOOKS

4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE "A I
RECEIPT IS' REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

›-,
i00-200 COOLER
,
\\\Lifetime,
with

Ile

All-ALUMINUM Kool.eni Awnings k••p out the sun rand 101P . . . provide 010
cooled comfort and indirect light Designed for all-seoson service, they won't
to.. nest, tog, tear, or burn Remember, IS. Aral roll ,5 the only coil, Il•cso;i0
Permanent • Economical • Colorful • flreprotif • Windproof • Stormproof

r
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Family Runs Heavily
To Legal Talent

'• AWNINGS
•PORCH ROOFS
•PATIO ROOFS
•DOORWAY COVERINGS

17

GOOD-BYE, MISS STEELEIN CASE I CAN'T MAKE
IT BACK AGAIN-

•••

c(c

KooLvE.N T

17

MEANIN' NO OFFENSE M AV- BUT
YOU AREN'T HARDLY WORTH SAVIN',
BEIN 50 OLD AND 50 MEAN AND
ALL-WHILE MISS CHLCE
IS. SHE'S SWEET,

t.

Ventilated

10

Is,
nd

By Raeburn Van Buret',

:11 THIS COUPON FOR CONIPtflf

••••

as.•

By Al Capp

Lazonga Speaks Again ! !

LI'L ABNER

if

HOORAY
THERE 15 MeNtE THAN
Fe'
CM YouriG t4.4/4 ELIGIBLE

To

COMPETE

THE

mar

`../AL -AH RECKON At4 KIN
NOW-IT'S ALL OVAH BLIT -

GO

61111- FINAL CNOICIEll

FINALS

-.50R.,,, 5.,,t
GOOSE6RCASE
Gus
,
STEP FORWARD.!

kiGHTP.-

STEP
FOR)pIARD.
LI L
AINCRif

-s

Df 1/1115

P. 9. Box 862 — Paducah, Ky.
RANI
CITY

UP)
WEATHERFORD, Tex.
Legal talent seems to run in the
C. D. Bourke family.
three daughters are all, attorneys. Husbands of two of the
daughters :ilso are attorneys, white
the third daughter is -unmarried.
Mrs. Gerry Chit-coat and her husband both are graduates of the
University of Texas law school.
Mrs. Gayle Nuessle and her husband altla are law school graduates
at Texas.
Adele Bourke is the youngest
daughter. She says she has no
comment OV-Whelher she'll marry
an attorney.

•••••
••••••

STATE

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The Ledger
& Times hut nearly
everybody reads it.

•
•

COPY -FADED
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DID Ht JEST SAY
'SOME TiliN"BOUT

'TN' FINAL CNOKE'

THAtis

WHO-

HE
-AN' THEN -bit) HE
5AY -.1.111. ABNER"? 77K)Ni

SAID!!
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Events Leading To Invention Of
Radio Outlined By Murray Student
ing discussed freely and people in) der •the _headline "Telephones Do
other sections were hearing about Not Need Wire" asserted that wire'
his efforts The inventor tiilked less telephones were possible. The
rather freely concerning his work, article described Stubblefield asj
discoverer of this new and as:
"I have been working for ten or the
only partially ..explored systwelve years.- Stubblefield said, Yet
transmission tern•
voice
-concerning
The Evening Star of Washington
without wires": the actuality of
which he demonstrated to the re- said on the same day under the
porter, "Lung before I heard of head -By Land land Water_ First
Marcom's efforts or the efforts of Practical Tests of Wireless Teleothers to solve the problem of the phony". that "wireless" was demtransmission of messages through onstrated beyond doubt by Nathan
space without wires. I began to Stubblefield of Murray in a series
think about it and work for it. of public tests on the Potomac
This solution is not the result of an river and on the Virginia shore
inspiration of the work of a mindemonstrations a
these
After
ute It is the climax goif the labor group of New Yorkers farmed a
of years. of days and nights of stock company for his invention
thoughts of hundreds of hours of and called -it The Wireless Teleexperimenting.
Corporation
of America.
phone
-Of course I worked along the Men in Murray bought stock in the
lines all the others are working."company, Dr. Will Mason and
the
advertising tor
The earth, the air, the leiter-al/ tahers. In
the universe is permeated vcittrihe corponition it was often said that
NOW,IT'S IRONETTE STORES—A self-service ironing store,
remarkable - fluid which we call it was -The---"kiumph of the Age ._ believed to be the first devoted exclusively to pressing, has
and Worth a Sthp Load of Gold."
Radio belongs to Stubbletield. electricity.been opened in Woodside, Queens, N. Y. You just bring your
In 1885 at the age of 5. while Mar"'How I have obtained this re- and that the patent was being held
every 24-hour period Ls the job
clothes, the fee is a cent a minute, and a ninedampened
DOUBLE LIFE.-Working at two separate careers within
coni was only 11 years old and sult is my secret
My apparatus back in the U S until the applica20
about
minutes
press.
takes
has cut out for herself. At left,
to
City
flatwork
York
of
load
New
of
pound
Johnson
Ann
Sally
pretty, nurse-model
had not begun searching for the hate not yet been patented In that tions for patents in Canada; Engward of Woman's Hosmaterna?
males.
some
includes
the
group
in
this
work
at
And
patients
she is shown tending one of her tiny
truths of physics. he demonstrat- small bot that you have seen lies land, France and Belgium could
At right, her curvaceous beauty and
shift.
midnight-to-eight
the
works
to
be
According
she
Carlos
completed
where
pital,
ed to Duncan Holt. who now lives the secret of my success It is not
good looks keep her busy during daytime with modeling assignments.
in Murray. that the human voice yet perfected I can now telephone Crisp, who was his neighbor durStublife.
latter
his
the
of
ing
part
could be sent by air These fun- a mile without wires. The system
damental principles of radio were can be developed until messages by blefield possessed a book which
shown to his close friend one Sun- voice can be sent and heard all he had seen. The Worlds Progress
in 1902 by Trumbull
day afternoon 35 years before the! over the country, to Europe. Al published
had
announced he
transmitted I the world,. There is nothing to White that
was
-human
voice
transmitted speech without wire.
through air as recognized
This stop it"'
important event occurred on a plot l -I claim for my apparatus that
Stubblefield believea in the stock
of ground between what is .now I :t will
well company for he needed assistance
equally as
work
Miller and Olive streets, west of the through air and water as it does in his affairs Lots of legal work
college campus in Murray. Ky
had to be perforn,ed in order for
through the earth "'
him to own the basis for his invenHe wanted to demonstrate his
The reporter for the Post-Dis- non in Belgium. France. England
ciavice for people. being careful not patch related the story of the demto reveal the information which the onstration which Stubblefield staged and the US
-Crazy box' contained.
During this time something hapfor his benefit.
In 1692, three years before MarOn March 20. 1902 Stubblefield pened -just what nobody knows.
•
coni sent dots and dashes through proved that he could talk by wire- For some unknown reason. he came
a medium of air. Stubblefield gave less through the air and water as home and secluded himself from
His family became
a public demonstration of his in- well as through the earth It was his friends_
venuon on the square in Murray. demonstrated on the steam launch scattered and he lived alone in a
for his friends were .very nquisi- Bartholch as he talked to scientists shack in Vincleave aettlement in
He became abtive. Several people. the age of on the bank of the Poomkc at Calloway county
sorbed in his mysterious
work
Holt and Mrs_ Leland Washington
Duncan
Owen. remain to tell the story.
He received a lot of publicity due which he described as his "perAfter the demonstration was..over to this conclusive experiment Pic- petual_ motion machine- to Crisp.
people shook their heads and said tures were made of him and his the power, for which. was taken
Stubblefield was **cranky" for they wireless on this occasion ind auto- from the atmosphere and the earth.
knew little about physics and elec- graphed with this statement: First Mysterious nights, weird sounds,
tricity
Marine Wireless Telephone Dem- unexplainable broadcasts in the
fields illuminated wire fences and
On January 10. 1902. a reporter onstrated In the World by Nathan
trees helped to keep away inquisifor the Sunday supplement of the Stubblefield
After this demonstration the Ev- tive friends and mischievoos boys
St Louis Post-Dispatch in•erviewHis, hut was lined with corn stalks
ed Stubblefield. for radio was be- ening Telegram of New Ynrk unand refuse to keep, out the raw.
cold winds.
ComBERMUDA GOVERNOR-His excellency Admiral Sir Ralph Leatharn. Governor and
PREPPING FOR LESNEVICH-Tousled Freddie Mills gets
In 1928 he told Mrs L. E Owen.
mander in chief of The Bermudas, is shown arriving at Secretariat in his state carriage
in some hard training at his camp near Dorking. Surrey,
after asking her to write the story
Parliament.
with Lady Leatham and his aide-de-camp for recent extension of the Colonial
for his return title bout with Gus Lesnevich, light heavyof his hie, that he had lived 50
•
26.
July
on
Thfy
1st-London
weight
meet
champion
years before his time for he had
Members of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' developed electriz lights in which
r
nation's
lunch
The
first
wax'
Researchers have established the
'A tiny earthworm has ten hearts
Association in Calloway County will meet at 2 p.m. Sat- people would net believe si0
I was a hmse-drawn offal,
to
energy
possekees
color
that
fact
malt
both
of
set
complete
•
and
Two weeks later he passed int
urday, August 14th, to nominate candidates for director
chester, Mass, operated In I
and female sex organs, says the' make us feel warm, or cold. happy j by Sam Jones. He sold sandwich-,
for the district West of the Railroad. The meeting Will oblivion, He was found tying o:
the dirt floor of his cotta;* with
and hat dogs.
or depressed.
World Book Encyclopedia.
be held at the Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
the upper part of his face demarred
On Saturday, August 28th, polls will be open at the by rats or a cat which was -still in
the house_
same locations from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. and official ballots
the Canadian
Such evidence
Good morning folks. and "hi" to who have time to be human, to
repreto
director
a
elect
to
will be provided for members
patent application. coils. photo- everybody
The time has come laugh with you in your- joy, to cry
sent their district. For the district West of the Railroad graphs and affidavit' of those who
around again for me to be back with you in your sorrow: people
44W MAC titan
years.
three
of
term
a
for
elected
be
will
director
supthe
heard and sow this man work
with you I never fail 'writing my who rise early to a day of honest
ports these facts
letters each week unless I an very toil weary at the end of it, but
The election of August 28th will be dispensed with in
The w•ela
Alotanae. FAMOUs ,II or there is illness in my family. with the satisfaction of kr.owing
the district where there is only one nominee for director First Facts and The W•ride Pro- So dear sister and brother corres- .a - day's work well -done. Good
and such nominee will be declared duly elected for the re- gress., published in 1902, credits pondents if you enjoy writing the honest. God-loving people._.the
Stubblefield with the honor of be- news any better than I do, you all best of any on earth.
spective district by the Election Committee.
ing the first to broadcast the human come and join the good old Ledger
I also love the country village
.
voice without wire,
and Times with me I knaw some where the minister and doctor and
of you correspondents are older al ielike tell each other, with not
than I and I have been writing too much hurry, how each shut-in
So let your right or convalescent may be improving
over 13 years
hand be as faithful as my left hand
. . Where friendliness in beard
and let each and everyone of us reaches out beyond just a passing
Murray, Kentucky
.the "how-do-you-do" . .
correspondents get our news in
where there
next weeks paper and give these is a eontented feeling in taking
Only Chevrolet brings you all these major advantages
editors a hard day's work. What over a few flowers or extra jars
.
about you. Ole Maid, you said you of milk to a sick neighbor.
of BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICES .
had a magazine full of news
McClure and
Margaret
Mrs
prices now decidedly lower than those of any other
Jim Burton. Hazel route 2. Mat- daughter of Murray left Tuesday
car that even remotely approaches it in quality!
they Russell. Hazel. Mr and Mel. morning to spend a few days with
ConEllis Dick and children of T.
J. Mrs. Nellie Ruth Cherry of Brucecord. Mrs
The plain truth is that this pace-setting Chevton. Tenn
Curd and mother
rolet offers major quality.advantage after major
Mr and Mrs L •K Maroney and
Mrs. ai•rk Nis children. Balla and Sandra who
quality advantage not available in other CATS in
Yoell have r much mare comfort with the
Ruchan•n. have been vatting relatives and
genuine Unitized Knee-Action kyle es, lu•
its field: and, in addition. Chevrolet prices are
route I. were in friends in
sive to(hearolet and higher-priced cars.
Murray and Coneord,
now obviously and outstandingly lower than
Murray Sat or- have returned to their home in
•
aldse of any otter car that even remotely
day
Bloomington. Tex
semi Mrs.
Mr
approaches it in quality.
Kentucky Belle is really attendCalvin Adams of
-en the
Thus. Chevrolet and only Chevrolet.
•••11
at the hospital. We
school
the
ing
Murray were in
You'll enjoy non tiarilb ua4 Nen swings
Big-Car comfort of the original and outstanding
becomes a nurse
soon
she
hope
Paris, Tnrin, 00
with Chevrolet's world's champing Valve'4Written by a friendi.
Unitized Knee-Action Ride . . . the Big-Car
e-iod load.ems, se excluin-)lead engine
route 1 Wednesday morning 'bri
so
not
is
Schroeder
Mrs Brooks
performance and dependability of a world's
sive to (hevrolet and higher-priced cars.
MODEL SINGER - Juliana
account of the death of their sisnow
is
She
well at this writing
Valve-in-Head engine ... the Big-Car
champion
ter-in-Law.- Mrs. Annie Adams
Larson, former model and
Rob
under the treatment of Dr.
Mrs. W. A. Dawson and Mrs. R.
and
beauty
luxury of Body by Fisher . . . the
cover girl. launched a sucspent Mason most every day
C Dawson of Cadiz. Ky
cessful singing career reBig-Car safety of Fisher Unisteel construction.
to learn of the illness of
Sorry
Monday in Murray.
cently in Rio de Janeiro.
You'll frier that you• Chevrolet leads in
---the Unitized Knee-Action Ride and PositiveFlannery's father at
Mrs Ploy
Mr and Mrs Fred McClure, Mrs, Murray. We hope he will soon re7.• tasteful luxury, foe it he, the world-famous
A graduate of Washington
Action Hydraulic Wakes... all at lowest prices -hevroiet
(
on
Fisher-by
only
Body
available
,
1
.
•./.!
Murray
of.
.S4. McByers
Effie
University's School of
cover
prices that are now even more economical, even
and costlier cats.
•
Willis of
Annie
Miss
1 Pglialat-001.1 COMPARTMENT for fros• 3•••••
and
Clure
Music, she will make her
•
"Blessed are the pure In heart for
I 011011111-CO4.D COMPARTMENT od• ••••Scridor
more thrifty, when comparWwith-thisprices of
Macedonia spent Monday at Padudeand
concert
operatic
they shall see God."
3 at0411T-COte COMPARTMEN1 food COnlfri0.1111
automobiles in its field.
Other
cah
buts in New York next
A Better Brush party was given
Yes. indeed, Chevrolet is first in dollar value
You'll have the satiate of Fisher Unisteel
Mr and Mrs Cloys Hopkins and at the home of Mrs. Bertha Ander4 111MI-011e STOItANN for fairs Ory-Stor000
sea-son.
Construction, the knee-Action Ride and
children were Sunday visitors of son, North Thirteenth street. Tuesby the widest margin in all-Chevrolet -history:
Positive-Action Hydraulic Brakes comYou get the convenience of twite as much food at your
Mrs Palace Finnell and family. day evening
of course, it is first
and,
Those present were
in nation-wicle'demand
cars.
costlier
and
Chevrolet
in
only
bined
—Monday visitors of Mrs. Finnell Mrs. John
. five separate storage zones, perfect temperafingertips
Shroat. Mrs Opal
•.-11
as well. and
Clydie
Childress
Mrs
were
Reeves. Mrs. Bud T. Sowell, Mrs
ture and humidity for every kind of food.
ChilHan*
Mr
and
Wade
son Van
Katherine Lewis. Kentucky
dress
Mrs Rebecca Washburn, Miss LuDamon -Lovett, son of Mr and cille Washburn, Mrs. George West,
SEE IT
Mrs Gentry Lovett, was married Mrs. A. Polly. Miss Nell Polly.
TODAY!
to Miss 'Bobby Henderson last 'Fri- Gerald and Shelia Woshburn, Bilday in Mississippi. We wish for ly Polly, Mrs. Bertha Anderson,
CHEVROLET
Only
this couple many happy years
Frances Outland. Prizes were won
-WAY REFRIGERATOR
I —
Clayton
Dorothy
and
Fay
Miss,"
by Mrs. John Shroat. Kentucky
of Puryear. Tenn. were the week- Belle, Mrs. Opal Reeves, Mrs Bud
in many end guests of their grandparents. T. Sowelli All reported a nice
Ceramic tiles, used
modern churches, were found on Mr and Mrs Tom Morgan of 508 time
Best wishes to aft
the walls and floors of the exca- Vine street, Murray.
-Kentucky Belle
646 vated palace of Amenhotep IV. the Now for just a few words about
504 Pelaplo
MAPLE STREET
,itihrtre of the Sun God in Egypt country things I love best: '•
iContinued
2)
Page
ain
people
people;
the
most
I love
2,400 years ago.

By MANCIL VIN SON
All inventions are based on pre,developvious discoveries 1n
ments.
Edison has been
Thomas A
credited with many discoveries;
but the actual originality of ideas.
to make his discoveries possible. is
'lacking He was very apt .n selecting useful material, ideas and experiments. frem scientific friends.
files. schools and museums and
ci_mpt.)unding them into something
new and useful. In this way he
gathered the ideas and material for
his phonograph, bicycle. electric
Such
.lights and the other items
information was revealed by letters and notes made available when
his personal desk was unlocked
la.st year.
Marconi gut the first patent on
wireless telegraphy and regardless of how he obtained the necessary information to complete it.
he should receive recognition.
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